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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

4.8  (102) Write a review
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1 $20.99

These Genie LED light bulbs are specifically designed for garage door openers. They create little or no
radio frequency to interfere with wireless devices. Normal, traditional LED light bulbs can cause problems
with your garage door opener. Other light bulbs can be delicate and they are subject to breakage in
rougher environments like the garage. Some LED light bulbs can actually interfere with radio frequencies,
this affects the responsiveness or range of your garage door opener’s remotes and other wireless devices.
The range of your remotes will not be limited when using the long-lasting Genie LED light bulb. This LED
light bulb is made to withstand the harsher environment of the garage. These light bulbs are cold weather
tested and damp location rated. They function without the many inconveniences that can be associated
with some other traditional bulbs used for this application. Other light bulbs can be rendered ineffective in
unheated and/or damp garages, but Genie’s LED bulb illuminates your damp garage down to
temperatures of –30C (–22F).  Garage door openers often vibrate during operation, this brings the
potential to shorten the life of most normal light bulbs used in these openers. Genie’s LED bulb is made of
shatter & vibration-resistant materials, plus it is tested to withstand 5G of shaking force, which far exceeds
normal garage door opener vibration force. Genie’s quality LED bulbs provide bright, long-lasting and
efficient lighting for your garage. These LED light bulbs will operate for an estimated 25,000 hours, costing
approximately $1.07/year, depending on local utilities. Get energy savings from a bulb that will last without
sacrificing brightness!

2-Pack, this includes 2 LED light bulbs

LED: Provides a long life with low energy

Universal - works with all major brand garage door openers.

Eliminates or reduces remote interference.

Vibration and shatter-resistant up to 5Gs of shaking force.

Light appearance: 4000 K (neutral)

Brightness: 800 Lumens

Based on 3 hrs/day, the estimated yearly cost is $1.07 per year and the life expectancy is 22.8 years

Not for use with emergency exit fixtures or emergency lights. Use only with 120VAC, 60Hz, Non-
Dimmable circuits. 

The Genie LED light bulbs have a 3-year limited warranty.

Add to Cart

Buy it now
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Sku: 41319R

In stock! Usually ships within 24 hours.

Reviews Write a review

Review 1
Votes 3

Ohio

It’s a pretty good light bulb except I thought it was going to be brighter.
I have similar LED bulbs inside my garage and they’re much brighter.
These are a Soft white color, the ones in my garage are a brighter
more luminescent color I actually had those in my garage opener

REVIEWS

26 out of 28 (93%) reviewers recommend this product

  102 Reviews★★★★★★★★★★ 4.8

Search topics and reviewsSearch topics and reviews ϙ

Rating Snapshot

Select a row below to filter reviews.

5 ★ 87

4 ★ 8

3 ★ 6

2 ★ 0

1 ★ 1

Average Customer Ratings

Overall 4.8★★★★★★★★★★

? ≡1–5 of 102 Reviews  Sort by: Most Relevant ▼

Andy · a year ago  

Average
★★★★★★★★
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more luminescent color. I actually had those in my garage opener

before these and I liked the brightness better. The other thing I thought
was odd was that I spent almost $300 on my opener system and they
didn’t even include bulbs for it. So that was a bummer. Anyways, I give
these bulbs between a 3 and 4 rating because they aren’t as bright as
I anticipated/ expected.

Recommends this product ✘ No

Helpful? Yes · 3 No · 1 Report

Reviews 2
Vote 1

Albuquerque, NM

Great addition to a 20 year old Genie garage door opener. And a lot of
brightness to our garage. I like the fact it won’t interfere with the
remote controls. Much whiter light than the old bulbs that were in
there.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Softail03 · a year ago  

Nice white light
★★★★★★★★★★
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Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Helpful? Yes · 1 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 2

This is an amazing company. I wish you made a lot more things than
garage door openers. I purchased a house with a Genie opener. I'd
never had Genie before - I'll never have anything else in the future.
What amazes me so much is that parts are available for older doors;
real people are available to walk you through setups; and parts are
readily available; and customer service will help you determine what
part(s) to buy. I absolutely LOVE this company!!!!

Helpful? Yes · 2 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Vote 1

Waretown, NJ

As expected this light fit properly into new Genie garage door openers.
These LEDs do not appear to cause any interference with the remotes
on these openers. Cost is higher than simple LED bulbs, but extra cost
brings peace of mind that there will be no interference.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Helpful? Yes · 1 No · 0 Report

Wright City, MO

Sylvia · 3 years ago  

This is an amazing company
★★★★★★★★★★

Dougp · a year ago  

Reasonable Cost/Peace of Mind
★★★★★★★★★★

Thomas · 9 months ago  

Great lights for garage door opener(s)
★★★★★★★★★★
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  Ask a Question 

Related products  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Reviews 2
Vote 1 These lights are bright and since they are LED, they save energy and

there is no filament to break due to vibrations when opener is
activated.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Helpful? Yes · 1 No · 0 Report

1–5 of 102 Reviews  

◄

► (https://store.geniecompany.com/collections/light-bulb/products/led-garage-door-opener-light-
bulb-2-pack?bvstate=pg:2/ct:r)

Are these bulbs the small size, similar to an appliance bulb, or are they normal sized bulbs? Thank you!Q
These are normal-sized light bulbs, they are not appliance size.A

I just had my genie garage door opener installed no light bulbs . My question is in my paper work is a
different part number for the bulbs. I want to make sure that the ones you have on line Is the correct ones
for my opener. Model # 7055 and seial#203142220960AH

Q

Yes, these would be the correct light bulbs.A

Are these bulbs 60wQ
These are not measured in Watts, they are 800 Lumens which would be equivalent to a 60 Watt bulb (which
produces about 800 lumens of light. )

A
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